
InternatIonal exhIbItIon bal robotoV 
and roboForUM wIll be held For the 
FIrst tIMe In Moscow 

FroM 15 May to 15 JUne an international popular science robot and robotics 
event bal robotoV-2014 will be held at artplay design centre in Moscow. 
Unusual format – interactive robotic exhibition featuring famous english hu-
manoid robothespian, industrial baxter robot, and about 40 most outstanding 
and high-tech robots and robotic technologies from all over the world is hosted 
at the same venue with international business Forum on innovations, invest-
ments in science, and engineering solutions - will be one of the major charac-
teristics of this large scale event.

 

FroM 15 May to 18 May artplay will be hosting the first part of the event – 
roboForUM 2014. It is organized by Gor nakhapetyan, businessman and 
advisor to head of Moscow school of Management sKolKoVo, Igor nikitin, 
general director of production agency weMakethis, and Marina levashova, 
prominent art producer in Moscow. roboForUM is organized in partnership 
with the british council within the context of the UK-russia year of culture.

 

over 20 international and russian celebrities, leading world experts, futurolo-
gists, neurobiologists, industrial designers and journalists are invited to par-
ticipate in the forum. chief experts of the forum include Jun-ho o, developer 
of hubo robot; Giorgio Metta, creator of Icub robot; Kim Mung sun, director 
of center for Intelligent robotics KIst; alexander Kaplan, head of the labora-
tory for neurophysiology and neuro-interfaces at biology department, MsU; 
Vladimir Konyshev, General director of neurobotics company, and others. 
the forum also features experts in design, such as Italian architect, founder of 
Piuarch studio Francesco Fresa and adam ben-dror, creator of Pinocchio lamp robot.

 

roboForUM-2014 will be focused mainly on the future of robotics and robots 
market in russia. experts will discuss central trends and major solutions, touch 
upon the issues of public-private partnership, and introduce foreign cases on 
the development of market for service robots. Panel discussions will include the 
issue of infrastructure for the development of companies in innovations, trends 

«A new erA 
is beginning, 

just like the  
digital one was 

when i was in  
my son’s age»

Steve Jobs



in the development of artificial intelligence, and problems of cooperation with 
engineers and scientists to create innovative start-ups. roboForUM-2014 
will become the first and unique opportunity for scientists, experts, investors 
and government officials to meet together and discuss the issues that seem to 
be inherent in the economics of the future. the forum will be completed by a 
series of open lectures and talks on robotics, design, and artificial intelligence. 
the entrance to the forum is free upon prior request considered by organizers 
of roboForUM, as the number of seats in the hall is limited.

 

bal robotoV will start simultaneously from 15 May at artplay. It’s a unique 
interactive exhibition presenting the most advanced robots and robotic tech-
nologies from all over the globe, engaging audiences of all ages. the exhibits 
include interactive humanoid robothespian, one of the most high-tech robots 
in the world today; intelligent industrial baxter robot, the first from the family 
of affordable intelligent robots able to do simple production tasks and learn 
throughout the process; android nao robot, one of the most popular robots 
used in labs and universities throughout the world; blind robot, painting robot 
and lots of others.

 

bal robotoV will enable each participant not only to look into the future of 
humanity side by side with robots, but also to experience oneself as its part: the 
willing can take part in interactive and educational programs, explore engineer-
ing, master basic skills of developing, programming and constructing robots in 
real robolab with 3d printers.

bal robotoV will be held under the auspices of the all-rUssIa  
scIence FestIVal. Interest in science, technical novelties and innova-
tions is growing each year: in 2013 over 1.5 million people attended the 
science Festival in Moscow in just one weekend.
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For more information about bal robotoV:
balrobotov.ru
 
For more about roboForUM here:
mosroboforum.ru


